Public Safety and Cattle Grazing
Extracts from Nibblers online discussion group
Dear All
Can any of you grazing cattle on public access sites help with this query that came in to the GAP Office?
English Nature are planning to re-introduce cattle grazing to an area of moorland near Sheffield that is very
popular with walkers. A pressure group has developed voicing strong concerns over public safety near cattle
and citing the number of deaths and injuries caused to people by cattle trampling/charging.
Tricia Rice is working to ally concerns, she has already contacted the Health & Safety Executive for
information to use in a risk assessment. What she is looking for now is practical experience from others - has
anyone had to deal with similar concerns? What measures can be taken to reduce the risk of cattle
injuring/approaching people? (she is already aware of the particular risks associated with young calves and
maternal protection). What information/approach got the concerned (member of the) public to change their
attitude?
Thanks, in anticipation, for your help
Claire
From: "Ian Alexander"
Numerous examples in Dorset - where public use of sites has increased since grazing started (probably
coincidentally). Any cattle grazed agricultural field with a right of way across it! The stories of public being
trampled that I am aware of relate to cattle taking exception to a dog which the owner has kept on a lead. In
attacking the dog the owner has ended up as collateral damage. This is part of the reason for saying dogs
under close control rather than dogs on a lead. If
'attacked' by cattle in this circumstance let the dog go - chances are it will outrun the cattle which are generally
not much interested in the people once the dog has gone.

Seven Sisters country park near us with I think 3/4 million vistors a year has cattle grazing in the areas where
the public first walk through on leaving the car park with out too many problems, the farmer Sam Stannistreat
would be able to fill you in more 01323 423481
Also Chatsworth house in the peak district graze with cattle and sheep and dear in high public use areas with
no problem, A few months ago I remember talking to the farm manager about just this issue and they have a
very laid back view and have not had any problems I think his name was Ian,
If the land in question will be crow open access then dogs should be on a fixed lead if their are livestock about
so that can help reduce scaring the stock and therefore some potenial for trampling etc,
Lynne Hutchinson

One site in Herts which has open public access and cattle grazing is Tring Park, owned by Dacorum Borough
Council, leased to the Woodland Trust and managed bythem and a local County Council farmer with sheep (in
places) and cattle. We managed to turn round a planning application for a golf course into a doubling of the
SSSI and sorting out management - a success in Herts, quite a novelty really. However we wanted to get
grazing back on the site from the outset so that locals got used to having free range cattle manageing the
grassland. One difference is that cattle grazing had been the previous management 6 years before, so it
wasn't entirely new, although previous access was really accepted tresspass. However, there are other public
sites in the county where the public are fenced off from longhorns, and we wanted to avoid this. Historically
the site was grazed by wallabies, zebra and cassowaries which used to abuse Lord Rothchild's staff - sounds
good to me but I doubt we would get away with it today. Anyway it is now a good example of successful public
and grazing which may be of interest in this case - contact Woodland Trust for further info neilchamberlin@woodland-trust.org.uk
Martin Hicks
Hi -

We graze cattle on Avon Heath Country Park, and on the New Forest. Both areas are fairly heavily used by
walkers, many with dogs.
We've had no real problems. Occasionally a dog will get excited and try to run the calves, but if the cows are
anywhere near, the dog soon disappears (another Forest commoner did recently lose a calf this way -- literally
-- not injured but just disappeared. Every week or two it's seen hiding in a bush somewhere...).
Once used to passing dogs, our cattle soon learn to ignore them -- or more accurately, to watch them quietly
out of the corners of their eyes. The dogs are well aware of being watched by a large animal, and usually
develop remarkable instant obedience, often walking smartly to heel until out of sight. Ponies on the New
Forest seem to take no notice at all of the public.
The only dog to whom our cattle have ever shown significant aggression has been a labrador we look after
sometimes. This dog (who, it has to be said, has not got much between the ears) tries to keep with us even
when we're amongst the cattle. They do not take kindly to this and the dog has had some narrow escapes,
including collateral damage (to me). This of course does not happen with "public" dogs -- apart from anything
else, the cattle will not allow people they don't know to wander amongst them, but will move off instead.
I suspect that the cases where people are attacked by cattle (where not collateral) may be due to the limited
visual perception of cattle. Although they have very good vision and are quite bright animals, they do not
perceive and identify shapes as we do.
For example, I was recently trying to lead a cow using her newborn calf. She followed it keenly as long as it
was standing on the ground, but every time I lifted it off the ground she instantly "lost" it, looking around and
calling for it. Put the calf down again, and she'd immediately "find" it again -- this is a conspicuous white calf,
keeping the whole calf visible to the cow all the time in "standing" position. On another occasion, a cow failed
to "see" a heifer (in labour) which was lying with her head out flat, bellowing. The cow approached very
cautiously as if it was something unknown -- when the heifer lifted her head up normally, the cow was clearly
surprised to find normality restored. Similarly, we've noticed that when we sit or lie on the ground amongst the
cattle, they also become very curious, and take turns to come over to inspect us.
I think that when a person is not upright, they fail to recognise it as human. To the cattle, a stumbling person
with a dog has somehow suddenly become a larger "dog" on the ground -- which they then react to. With
this in mind, I don't think it hurts to teach cattle what a sitting or lying human looks like.
Another thing we've noticed is that groups of mixed ages seem to be less excitable. Large groups of yearling
heifers or steers sometimes take turns to dare each other nearer to passers-by. Our cattle don't do this, I
think this is because our young stock are always junior to cows or the bull, and so don't step out of line. Also,
cattle on a conservation grazing site are less bored. If you have a simple rectangle of improved grass to look
at all day, a person walking on a footpath is major entertainment. Our cattle have more interesting things to
do.
All our public sites give the cattle plenty of space. They are never forced to let people very close, and always
have somewhere to move away to, as do the people and dogs. We do not have anywhere where cattle would
get in the way of people -- such as a shared boardwalk or narrow pathway.
Some cows can be very defensive of very young calves -- they do an amazing roar, like a lion (translation: "I'm
going to get you!"), and other cattle (especially steers) come running. However, the mother will not leave the
calf, so you are only at risk if you stay near it -- move away and she will stay guarding it. Older calves run
away on their own account.
We once had a temporary problem with nearby horses in a paddock. Horses are always dominant to cattle,
but if they have never seen them (and have been watching too many Serengeti films), they can get the idea
that cattle are some kind of large predator (a row of faces, each with furry round ears...). In our case we had
a secondary fence to keep them away a little, and after a while the horses got the right idea. Similar problems
might possibly occur with riding horses on newly-grazed sites, perhaps leading to spooked horses and fallen
riders.
Unlike horses, cattle do not easily become over-tame, . It's not uncommon for ponies (and deer) on public
sites to be given titbits by the public (almost a capital crime, in my view), and they can then become overinsistent, leading to nips and even kicks. Cattle are that bit more respectful of people, and so do not usually
learn this behaviour.
I would not be worried about a public site having a bull, if he was reasonably even-tempered, of a beef breed,
with his females. Our own bull is a teddy-bear, and is gentler than most of the cows. The problem is public

perception -- people (if of course they can actually recognise a bull at all) believe them to be dangerous, and
this means that they are rarely welcome.
To summarise, I think cattle and ponies can mix safely with people and dogs if:
-

The cattle are used to it. If in doubt, pen them up inside an electric fence for a few days near a path.
There is plenty of space.
The public keep their dogs under reasonable control.
People do not go near young calves.
People never, ever feed animals.

It's helpful to have some kind of notice advising people of how to behave.
Richard C
The Malvern Hills Conservators introduced 16 Galloway cattle onto the northern Malvern Hills in the summer
of 2003 - common land with open public access. The northern part of the Hills is heavily used by local people
and visitors (the Hills themselves have approx 1.25 million visitors a year).
During the consultation for Secretary of State consent for temporary fencing for the project the issue of safety
was barely an issue. Assurance of the safety of the stock was dealt with by the use of steers only, to remove
the maternal protective instinct issue from the equation totally, and a docile breed without horns (which always
cause concern to the public).
Since the grazing started we have had one incident where a group of walkers approached the cattle along a
narrow path and one animal started charging at them and the others got very excited. There are two reasons
why the cattle seem to act like this 1) a dog trying to round them up - which they seem to take offence at and
2)when they think there is a bag of feed which they are
not getting. Point 2) is an issue as the animals were fed some feed from a bag to get them used to the
stockman and responding to his presence however, it seems a colourful rucksack or plastic bag can be
mistaken for a bag of feed. We now feed from a bucket.
Other than this there has never been an issue over public safety, on the contrary the animals have become
quite a public attraction with reports of one family travelling almost weekly from Redditch (30 miles away) to
see them. Some locals seem to have now given them individual names and would be disappointed not to see
them every day!
Hopes these anecdotes help.
David Whitehorne
Conservation Officer
Malvern Hills Conservators

How aboutWhinless Down / Dover Western Heights - both in urban locations the former used as a safe route home from
school for many of Dovers school kids. I would repeat here my suggestion that the risk posed by cattle is less
than that by the motor car. Devil's Dyke, Brighton 800 000 visitors per year and what about the various
Corporation of London sites?
Moorland seems a very strange landscape to object to cattle as it is not generally seen as an urban
landscape(and is therefore agricultural). When White Cliffs Countryside Project re-introduced grazing in
Dover, there was a series of consultation meetings. The project were accused of lying over claims that
Dover's hills were grazed 50 years ago, until some old boy at the back said he could remember when they
were grazed. I think the important technique is to divide and conquer the opposition - do not let their campaign
get too much momentum, and use every member of the community
who can diminish the opposition to the scheme.
Another way to diminish opposition is to use stock which are "clearly" less of a threat. Dexters are good
because they are short legged. No horns please (=bulls.) And go for breeds which have that teddy bear look
about them - like belted galloways ( I was going to include White Parks here but they have horns and
apparently, a reputation). Don't use stock which have no exeperience of public contact. Don't fence the site so
they are easily cornered. Don't put the water / feeding trough near to pedestrian entrances. Ensure that cattle
don't have to walk along narrow and shaded footpaths to
traverse the site.

cheers
David Hodd

The grazing project in Hampshire has frequently had to deal with the concerns arising from reintroducing
grazing to public sites. I always favour cattle due to their relative indifference to people and 'compatability' with
publicly accessed sites. Initial opposition seems to turn round to positive support for the grazing once it is
underway and the concerned individuals realise that the animals aren't a threat to them or their use of the site.
It is generally the fear of change and the unkown that is the problem. I have generally found that visitors also
actually enjoy going to see the animals and that they provide an added attraction.
I have first-hand experience of managing the roving highland herd over a range of public sites over the last
few years and have not encountered any real problems. As others have said the cattle are largely indifferent
to people and dogs, although they always keep an eye on the latter and may become curious if the dog gets
close. They generally keep themselves away from the intensely visited areas at the busy times of day. The
background and age of the animals is important. Ours are all docile by nature and fairly mature; 3 are adult
cows around 8 years old and two are approaching 3 years. Having big horns, Highlands are perceived to be
bulls and tend to be attract less 'aggro' from undesirable visitors (small boys with sticks etc.). This certainly
helped on Portsdown Hill last winter.
Where grazing animals are put on to a public site, I always advise the use of signs to explain why the animals
are there and the dos and don'ts for visitors. The signs are taken down once the animals are removed. These
seem to work well enough and prevent visitors being 'surprised' by the stock if they encounter them. We do
advise people not to approach the animals or try to pet them and suggest that they keep their dogs 'under
close control' and away from the animals. I think that the majority of visitors only ever see an indication that
there are animals there (the odd cow-pat) and seldom see the cattle themselves.
I'd be happy to provide more detail on grazing sites with public access. If needed, please contact me directly.
Damian Offer.
Habitats Team Leader
Environment Department
Hampshire County Council

Dear Claire & Bill
Thanks to you both for your help initiating discussion on this topic. I have read quite a few encouraging
accounts that contain useful advice. I don't think we will be able to win over everybody - but it does sound as
if people & cows can get along just fine.
Many thanks
Tricia
Dr. Tricia Rice
Conservation Officer
Dark Peak Natural Area

Very glad that we have been able to provide some help, Tricia. But please don't be lulled into a false sense of
security; every year somewhere in UK someone is badly hurt by cattle. Make sure that you take sensible
precautions in terms of insurance and public interpretation and make sure that the animals you use are a
known quantity in terms of temperament. Conservation could ill-afford any public outcry following an incident
Good luck and let us know how it works out

Just a quick note to say that cattle (mixed rare breeds/crosses, heifers and steers, mostly polled or de-horned)
have been grazing each summer on Epsom Common (LNR) with no problems for several years now. The site
is owned by the Borough Council and has open public access. Numerous squeezes for pedestrians are
provided into the grazed area when the cattle are on site and the fences up. The cattle have proved very
popular with feedback to the effect that local people are taking children, visiting friends and rellies, etc to see
the cattle. When stock are not on site, especially in the run-up to the start of grazing in the spring, there are
frequent questions along the lines of "when are the cows coming back?". The public aren't actively

encouraged to enter the grazing area, but are welcome to do so. If we are ever asked when on site, we
always say that walkers are welcome, but to keep dogs under control and treat the cattle with respect - they
are placid and well-used to people, but going up to and petting any animal you don't know (and especially one
which out-weighs you by ten times or more) is never a good plan.
Another facet to this is to spend time with your stock to accustom them to people. This makes good sense
from the husbandry point of view, as it makes them easier to check (especially on scrubbed sites), round up,
etc. I'd say that letting your stock go "feral" by default makes no sense on public access sites. Grazing with
feral stock is probably a completely
different scenario. The Epsom Common stock are checked by 3 different organisations including volunteers
from the Epsom Common Association. This is done on a rota by trained people and the results of the checks
(stock, electric fence and water supply) are recorded. There is another network of site users (mostly ECA
members) who will phone in if they spot a problem when they are using the site. Getting involvement by local
people is very helpful and well repays the time to set it up and the outlay for training. It also helps keep the
cattle accustomed to people, as checkers often go up to the cattle and talk to them as they are checking them
over (by eye from a non-treatening distance). The cattle tend to be of mixed age, with older cattle
remembering the site from the previous year. Lastly, the cattle are fenced in with two strands of tape. Dogs
can (and do) run underneath. No problems so far, but we do have the public involvement mentioned above.
Nick Owen
Lower Mole Project
01372 743 783

Claire - just catching up on this one - hope i am not repeating other later responses.
Cattle always become far more interested in visitors when they have dogs with them.
If the dog is running about then young cattle are likely to chase it.
If the dog is on a lead and shows fear then it seems to excite young cattle who may well prance around a bit.
Generally they are only curious or playful.
Part of the solution is therefore not to have a dog with you if you do not know how to cope with it when the
cattle come near.
john
John Bacon, Senior Land Manager, Land Management Unit, English Nature, Box

Although there is an element of silly season on nibblers at present the issue relating to public opposition to
grazing schemes and read into that fencing of commons etc is very serious. Without the grazing a significant
area of our designated sites (and of course very important non-designated sites) is simply going to fail to meet
favourable condition targets.
Now some may not care about such targets but the lack of grazing on some very key sites is invariably
leading to the loss or at the very least decline of many plant species as well as ineverts etc etc. Ungrazed
pasture woodlands are facing mass scrub invasion leading to declines of lower plants and quite frankly
heathlands without grazing are pretty dull in comparison (witness rank acres of Molinia). So of course we all
know this and the best way to demonstrate the benefits of grazing is to get those opposed to such schemes
out there looking at
some fine examples of the jolly public mingling with splendid White Park cattle or stunning looking Exmoor
ponies. Incidently what could be more splendid and ancient looking than Exmoors?
Richard Collingridge ofen waxes lyrical about his British Whites at Avon Heath where the public and their 4
legged fiends, I mean friends, mingle quite happily. Countless exmaples exist around the country in Dorset the
number of people on public sites this time of year is huge, Re: D Hodds Corfe Castle etc. Burham Beeches
etc etc. And of course there is the New Forest. One of my most difficult sites on the edge of Christchurch now
has the full support of locals who were previously cagey. Interestingly, the site, a mere 12ha had grazing
animals
introduced without consultation because events overtook me. When the animals did not return because
events overtook me again the local residents group were most dissapointed and can't wait to see cattle back!
Maybe we should consult less!!!

My own experience and I think others too is that those in opposition (often councillors or other locals of
influence) often come round when they have seen good examples of grazing schemes. I don't deny that this
may be long haul (Ian Nicol in this office is an expert!).
On Heck cattle the best pictures I have seen are on Hanz Kampfs website
http://www.home.zonnet.nl/hanskampf/index4.html. The History of Bristh Mammals by Derek Yalden is a
superb read also. Maybe a Highland or Galloway would be more 'wild' looking for the purposes of the
Cannock Chase pictures.
Dear Claire and Sue
Heck cattle have been used by conservation-orientated land owners throughout Europe as a hardy breed for
managing woodlands. One of the more progressive reserves has been Oostvaarderspassen in Flevoland,
Netherlands which has large herds of Hecks, Konik ponies and red deer managing the wooded areas. Hans
Kampf has a long association with the reserve, and his website features numerous images of the wildlife
present. Have a look at www.home.zonnet.nl/hanskampf/index.html. Another
group which feature the use of Hecks is the Large Herbivore Initiative www.largeherbivore.org.
Heck cattle differ from aurochs (also known as aurochsen or urus) by being a 'man-made' breed developed in
Germany. Aurochs were the true wild cattle of Europe and the wild forebear of all domestic cattle (extinct in
the 1600s in Poland). For all intensive purposes the breed resembles the aurochs, except in size (the former
being some 20-30cms shorter at the shoulder). Cows defending calves are reputed to be more dangerous
than the bulls, and any sites keeping Hecks generally maintain
a 'hands-off' management. I am not aware of any in the country currently.
White Park cattle are early examples of feral domestic cattle and do not closely resemble aurochs, despite
occasional claims of being remnant British aurochs.
Wildwood Trust has a strong interest in the reintroduction of large grazing herbivores for the management of
woodland and wetlands through recreating similar reserves in this country. We have not had any experience
with Heck cattle, but have used Konik ponies and European beaver (and various old breeds of sheep/goats) in
several reserves around Kent. In order to meet our mission of woodland conservation through education it is
hoped that Wildwood will manage a small group of
Heck cattle at the park in the future.
I would be interested in hearing about any similar conservation schemes.
Cheers
John Collier
Curator
Wildwood Trust
Herne Common
Herne Bay
Kent
CT6 7LQ
UK
www.wildwoodtrust.org
john@wildwoodtrust.org
Telephone: 01227 711900 Mobile: 07749 733426

